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Introduction

The world of internet commerce was shaken to its foundations in January this year, when the Supreme Court granted certiorari in *South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc.*,1 in effect agreeing to reconsider its landmark holding in *Quill Corp. v. North Dakota.*2 For more than twenty-five years, *Quill* has barred states from imposing tax-collection obligations on retailers that lack “a physical presence in the taxing State.”3 As a practical matter, this has meant that internet retailers with no employees or facilities in a state can sell into the state without collecting sales taxes that in-state retailers must. In this Essay, I’ll argue that original historical evidence I’ve collected suggests that the political economy premises on which *Quill* rests are fundamentally mistaken. But I believe that same evidence should lead the Court to keep in place the larger body of “Dormant Commerce Clause” jurisprudence from which *Quill* first sprung.

As most survivors of first-year Constitutional Law will recall, the Dormant Commerce Clause (DCC) is a kind of judge-made free-trade zone. Absent contrary instructions from Congress, courts apply the DCC to strike down state laws that tend to favor in-state exchanges over cross-border trade. In *Quill*, the Supreme Court concluded that obliging an individual retailer to comply with
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the rules of what were then more than 6,000 separate possible sales-tax jurisdictions (a number that has now grown into the five figures) would be so burdensome that it would be a de facto restraint on interstate trade. In an important wrinkle, Justice Stevens’s opinion emphasized Congress’s power to overturn the Court. In essence, Quill established a kind of penalty default, denying states an important aspect of fiscal autonomy in the hopes that they would then use their political sway with Congress to craft a more pragmatic solution.

This calculation has proven wrong. Indeed, my historical examination of congressional regulation of state taxing authority suggests that Justice Stevens’s gambit was never likely to succeed. Since the turn of the twentieth century, on those occasions when Congress has legislated about state taxing authority, it has usually constricted states’ authority, especially when doing so has served a concentrated interest group. When there are strong interest groups on both sides, as in the case of Quill, Congress is often paralyzed. In short, Quill imposes fiscal and dignitary harms on states without any real hope that these injuries will spur legislative action.

In addition to shedding light on why Quill was an unsuccessful experiment, my evidence supports the larger project of the DCC. Although the DCC has been around since 1829, in recent years some justices—Justice Thomas in particular—have urged the Court to discard it. They argue that regulating interstate commerce should be left to Congress. What I show is that Congress is not a trustworthy guardian of state fiscal power, making continuing judicial involvement a more appealing prospect.

I. Congressional Control of State Taxation: Political Economy Predictions

At first glance, it seems logical that Congress would be well-equipped to overcome dilemmas of interstate taxing and trading. States’ decisions about trade goods entering their borders affect other trading partners, a classic externality problem. Direct state-to-state bargaining, as in a deal along the
lines famously described by Ronald Coase, is fraught with coordination difficulties.\textsuperscript{10} As a nationally representative body, Congress can in theory internalize all nationwide costs and benefits, enacting laws that account for the interests of all affected parties. While federal courts could also play this role, Congress is often said to have superior fact-finding capabilities and a democratic pedigree.\textsuperscript{11} Some important voices, including Justice Thomas, have therefore called for the complete abandonment of the DCC—which would leave the task of regulating state taxing authority to Congress alone.\textsuperscript{12}

The difficulty with this approach is that Congress is not necessarily a nationally representative body. Instead, its members serve a regional constituency, and its outcomes approximate some national interest only through bargaining, log-rolling, and other coordination mechanisms. As a result, basic collective-action theory suggests that issues of general importance to the States will not garner a devoted congressional following, while issues that disproportionately affect one or a few regions will have strong self-interested supporters.\textsuperscript{13} Individual voters similarly share a generalized interest in protecting federalism values, but that interest is not typically strong enough to spur them to action.\textsuperscript{14} Thus, Congress may sometimes enact, or at least overlook, measures that allow some states to burden the rest.\textsuperscript{15}

To be sure, states have influence over the federal legislative process. My collective-action argument does not deny states’ power to “safeguard” federalism values; rather, it points out that states do not always choose to
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exercise that power. Modern regulatory structures are often vertically integrated between the states and the federal government, giving states the power to refuse to provide the information and on-the-ground enforcement that federal programs depend on. But whether states employ this power depends on the incentives of state legislators and other actors.

What, then, motivates members of Congress or state officials to pay attention to state budgets? The standard answer is intensive lobbying pressure. Lobbying, in turn, creates costs or benefits for individual legislators—such as campaign contributions or adverse publicity—that are not shared with other members of the legislative body. In economic lingo, constituent lobbying pressure is a “private good” for legislators, while national or widely-shared fiscal interests are a public good or common pool.

All these factors are compounded in the case of federal regulation of state taxation. In that realm, members of Congress have the opportunity to hand literal bags of cash to their constituents, at no budgetary cost to themselves. Effectively, regulating the taxing authority of a subsidiary government presents another variation on the well-known “unfunded mandate” problem, in which a higher tier of government sets expensive requirements for a lower tier without appropriating money to meet those costs. Further, to the extent that Congress believes (as the Supreme Court seems to have held in the Affordable Care Act decision, NFIB v. Sebelius) that it must compete with states over the right to tax a shared pool of national wealth, we should expect that Congress is not a fully trustworthy custodian of state taxing power.
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conclude that it can use the Commerce power to control the tax base it shares with the States, helping to ensure that members of Congress, and not state officials, can earn rewards for delivering on constituent policy goals.

In short, federalism theory predicts that congressional control of state taxation will tend to follow a relatively narrow pattern. Most of the time, what will enable Congress to overcome its institutional inertia is interest group pressure, particularly pressure to grant state tax cuts. Issues of widespread budget concern to many states and many actors will rarely motivate Congress. Similarly, if there are potent concentrated interests on both sides of potential legislation, a stalemate seems likely.

II. Congress and State Taxing Power: 100 Years of Evidence

To test these predictions, I assembled by hand a dataset consisting of every statute enacted by Congress affecting state taxing power through 2007. I then coded each statute for a variety of factors relating to my hypotheses, and conducted regression analysis to test those theories. I describe my methodology and results in greater detail in a book chapter in a recently published volume on the law and economics of federalism.

The key piece of coding is a score estimating whether each piece of legislation expands, contracts, or holds steady state taxing power relative to its baseline immediately prior to the statute. To ensure that I coded only statutes that had the potential to either increase or reduce state authority, I omitted thirty statutes in which state power was unlimited prior to congressional action. This left me with eighty-five enactments between 1900 and 2007.

When Congress acts in this area, it overwhelmingly reduces the scope of state taxing authority. If we omit federal law affecting state-tribal relations, an area where several unusual factors come into play, then there are only nine
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statutes in which Congress chose to give states greater power to collect taxes.\[26\] In 20 of the 85 statutes, Congress merely codified existing judge-made law—neither expanding nor contracting state authority.\[27\] In the other 34 statutes, it gave state taxpayers a break.\[28\]

The traditional public choice factors I hypothesized would be determinative do in fact appear to play a strong role in legislative outcomes. Suppose we arrange statutes in a line from -1 to 1, with -1 representing a reduction in state authority; 0, no change; and 1, an increase. When there is an unopposed concentrated interest group that stands to benefit from a state tax cut, the mean change drops by a highly statistically significant .68.\[29\] In contrast, if there are concentrated interests on both sides, the net effect is on average zero.\[30\] Dueling interests seem to produce stasis, even among statutes that actually pass Congress. I should emphasize, however, that I do not observe legislative proposals that fail to pass, so my sample captures only the characteristics of successful legislation—but successful legislation is exactly what would matter if Congress were solely in control of the field now governed by the DCC.

My evidence of historical stalemate resonates with contemporary experience with the \textit{Quill} problem. Taxation of remote sellers pits powerful internet retailers against local merchants. These two contending forces have battled to a draw over the past three decades in a series of fierce legislative skirmishes.\[31\] Repeatedly, after the U.S. Senate managed to pass legislation potentially authorizing states to compel remote sellers to collect tax, lobbying
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by e-commerce businesses succeeded in preventing a vote in the House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{32}

I also find some evidence that Congress might perceive itself to be in competition with states for revenue. Congress is much more generous to states when it regulates their power to control taxation on Native American tribal territory. One possible reason for this generosity is that Congress has no tax revenue dollars of its own at stake in this area, as the Constitution strongly suggests that “Indians [are] not taxed” by the federal government, or at least that tribes as such are immune to federal taxing authority.\textsuperscript{33}

On the other hand, I must admit that my data all derive from an era of shared authority between courts and Congress. Conceivably, Congress might take on a more principled role, resisting pressure from special interests, if it understood that it bore sole responsibility for overseeing state taxation. I am skeptical of that suggestion, but my evidence can neither confirm nor deny it.

III. Conclusion: Implications for Quill and the Dormant Commerce Clause

One interpretation of my results is that Justice Stevens’s key error in Quill was in placing the “penalty” in the wrong place. Again, it seems that Stevens hoped Quill’s undesirable (for states) result would spur congressional action. But it seems a constituency for action never fully jelled, perhaps because the undesirable result was, among other things, a hit to every state’s fiscal standing—an interest that was shared generally by all state taxpayers across the country. In 1992 there were no internet retailers, and mail order did not have the power to shutter whole industries, such as book sellers. By the time brick-and-mortar sellers saw their peril, internet sellers had enough power to parry their counterparts’ legislative efforts.

What if instead the “penalty” were that remote sellers must fulfill their tax collection obligations? If it is true that nationwide compliance with 10,000 or more local regimes is an enormous burden, then this would impose on internet retailers a significant penalty over and above the tax obligations that local sellers
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Internet sellers might well respond by pressuring Congress to enact legislation that would preserve state taxing authority while streamlining and rationalizing compliance burdens. That exchange was the heart of the deal e-commerce actors killed in 2016. If the Supreme Court reverses Quill, e-commerce sellers will have a strong incentive to return to the bargaining table. If a rationalization proposal such as the “Marketplace Fairness Act” cannot fly, there are other creative solutions available as well, such as the tax-collector compensation mechanism proposed by Gamage and Heckman.

Can we be sure of this prediction? Certainly not. Legislation is a complex process, and the predictions of public choice theory represent general tendencies, not ironclad rules. My regression analyses, too, depict only the average results of past legislative efforts. It is certainly possible that after a Quill repeal, local retailers would come together to prevent any congressional deal to rationalize interstate taxation, perhaps hoping that compliance burdens will give them a leg up over their e-commerce competitors. But compliance costs are largely an obstacle for small remote retailers, not the Amazonian giants who present the true threat to brick-and-mortar establishments. It seems unlikely that a coalition of brick-and-mortar merchants would form to clog legislative action if obstruction wouldn’t deliver much real benefit to the coalition members.

Either way, the end of Quill should not be the end of the DCC. That is certainly one way that Wayfair might be decided, particularly if Justice Thomas has his way. The Court’s commitment to the DCC has wavered in recent years, with major new exceptions carved from it, although there have also been
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notable affirmations. And Justices Souter and Scalia, longtime opponents of the DCC, have left the Court.

Their replacements should keep the DCC in place, especially DCC doctrines that govern state taxation. Again, Justice Thomas’s alternative vision, and that of some commentators, is one in which Congress alone has command of the national economy. While there is much that could be said on either side of that point, my evidence contributes a uniquely empirical consideration: Congress’s performance when it regulates state taxes is shaped by self-serving and interest-group-driven considerations. Yielding the stage wholly to Congress, with no judicial influence, seems unlikely to produce the best results.
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